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Abstract

Stand attributes of 19 old-growth hardwood stands in the midwest are
comp ared; bottomland stands range up to 199 sq ft and up land ones up to
152 sq ft in basal area p er average acre. Number of stems p er acre when
p lotted on semi-logarithmic p ap er according to size-class distribution gave
no p erfectly straight line, characteristic of a balanced distribution. Four
p atterns of configuration were recognized: (1) a nearly straight line
indicative of relatively little stand disturbance, (2) a sharp break in the line
indicative of severe disturbance at the p articular size classes, (3) a curve
characterized by a p lateau indicative of significant recovery after
disturbance, and (4) a line with a widely deviating negative slop e indicative
of a later stage in recovery. A straight line, fitted to the data by the least
squares method, was interp reted to rep resent the overall p resent condition
of the stand. Estimates of the undisturbed condition were made by
comp aring various p ortions of the line connecting the p lotted p oints with
the regression line. The coefficient of determination was taken as an index of
the degree of disturbance in the stand. Comp arison of the same stand before
and after a 10-year interval sup p orted conclusions derived from comp aring
different stands.
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